
GUIDELINES 

Horizon scanning for plant pests potentially threatening Kenya 

Following the workshop of 13-14 June 2018 in Nairobi 

Scoring system 
 
Please note: the scores are to provide approximate guidance for informing the horizon scanning 
approach and should not be considered to constitute a full impact assessment. 
  

Likelihood of entry  
 
Score from 1-5, where 1 is unlikely to enter Kenya and 5 is highly likely to arrive. 
1. Absent from Africa and unlikely to be in imported commodity 
2. Absent from Africa but likely to be infrequently imported on a commodity 
3. Present in Africa (not in neighbouring countries) and spread slowly; or absent from Africa but 

recently spreads very fast on several continents, or frequently intercepted in Kenya 
4. Present in Africa (not in neighbouring countries) and spread fast; or in neighbouring country and 

spreads slowly 
5. Present in neighbouring country and spreads fast  
 
Please use the adjacent column to ascribe confidence to the score (low, medium or high - see 
explanations below) and use the Comments column to provide brief notes to justify the score. 
 

Likely pathway of arrival 
 
Mention if the most likely pathway is: 
-Unaided, i.e. by flight (UN) 
-As contaminant of a commodity (CO) 
-As stowaway/hitchhiker (ST)   
 

Likelihood of establishment 
 
Score from 1-5, where 1 is unlikely to establish and 5 is highly likely to establish. 
 
1. Kenya climatically unsuitable or host plants not present 
2. Only few areas in Kenya climatically suitable; or host plants rare 
3. Large areas in Kenya climatically suitable and host plant rare; or only few areas in Kenya 

climatically suitable but host plants at least moderately abundant 
4. Large areas in Kenya climatically suitable and host plants moderately abundant 
5. Large areas in Kenya climatically suitable and host plants very abundant 
 
Notes: 

• Difference between “very” and “moderately” abundant is on whether the host plants are spread 
all over the country or not.  

• “Host plants” includes both cultivated plants and wild plants 

• If a pathogen needs a vector and the vector is not present in Kenya, this element has to be taken 
into account 

• If the organism is an ant, change “plant” by “habitat” 
 



Please use the adjacent column to ascribe confidence to the score (low, medium or high - see 
explanations below) and use the Comments column to provide brief notes to justify the score. 
 

Magnitude of impact  
 
Impact should be separated into potential socio-economic impact and environmental impact, which 
both will score 1-5, where 1 is minimal impact and 5 is massive impact.  
 

Potential socio-economic impact: 
1. The species does not attack plants that are cultivated or utilised 
2. The species damages plants that are only occasionally cultivated or utilised 
3. The species damages plants that are regularly cultivated or utilised but without threatening the 

cultivation, utilisation or trade of this crop  
4. The species has the potential to threaten, at least locally, the cultivation of a plant that is 

regularly cultivated or utilised; or to regularly attack a crop that is key for the Kenyan economy 
without threatening this latter.  

5. The species has the potential to threaten, at least locally, a crop  that is key for the Kenyan 
economy 

 
Notes: 

• “threatening” means that crops will be locally abandoned 

• In case of ants or other organisms that have socio/economic impacts other than on host plants, 
this has to be taken into account (according to expert opinion) 

 

Potential environmental impact: 
While there are many ways a plant pest may affect the environment, here we will only consider the 
effect on native biodiversity  
 
1. The species will not affect any native species 
2. The species will affect individuals of a native species without affecting its population level 
3. The species has the potential to lower the population levels of a native species 
4. The species has the potential to locally eradicate a native species or to affect populations of a 

protected or keystone species 
5. The species has the potential to eradicate a native species or to locally eradicate a keystone 

species  
 
Note 

• “Native species” could be host plants but also other arthropods, pathogens or any organism 
 
Please use the adjacent column to ascribe confidence to the score (low, medium or high - see 
explanations below) and use the Comments column to provide brief notes to justify the score. 
 

Overall score 
 
The overall score is obtained by the following formula: 
Likelihood of entry x likelihood of establishment x (magnitude of socio-economic impact + 
magnitude of environmental impact) 
The overal score is calculated automatically in the excel sheet  
 

Scoring confidence (uncertainty) 
Confidence is scored for each individual score and the overall score following Blackburn et al. (2014) 
(modified from the EPPO pest risk assessment decision support scheme (Alan MacLeod 09/03/2011; 
revised 28/04/2011; copied from CAPRA, version 2.74; 2)). 



 

Confidence Score Examples 

High There is direct relevant evidence to support the assessment.  
The situation can easily be predicted. 
There are reliable/good quality data sources on impacts of the species. 
The interpretation of data/information is straightforward. 
Data/information are not controversial, contradictory. 

Medium There is some evidence to support the assessment. 
Some information is indirect, e.g. data from phylogenetically or functionally 
similar species have been used as supporting evidence.  
The interpretation of the data is to some extent ambiguous or contradictory.  

Low There is no direct evidence to support the assessment, e.g. only data from 
other species have been used as supporting evidence. 
Evidence is poor and difficult to interpret, e.g. because it is strongly ambiguous. 
The information sources are considered to be of low quality or contain 
information that is unreliable. 

 

 


